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HOW TO UPDATE/BUILD RESPONSIBILITY RECORDS & INACTIVATE STAFF THAT  

IS NO LONGER ON YOUR CAMPUS 

 

In this document we will address the following things: 

I. Updating responsibility records for returning EAs 

II. Building responsibility records for new EAs or EAs that have switched jobs 

III. Inactivating staff that is no longer on your campus 

IV. Examples of coding that you can use for the Class ID 

 

For any person that works directly with students there must be a responsibility record in the staff 

section of Skyward.   

I. As you begin to update the responsibility records for returning EAs, make sure that you take 

just a moment to read through ALL of the following prior to actually touching the 

responsibility record. 

A.  Go to   ; set your filter to All Staff in Entity.  (This summer, enterprise inactivated 

anyone that did not have an employee ID.)   find the teacher; expand the record by 

clicking on the  beside their name.  This will show you a lot of information about that 

person.  Scroll down to ; 

B.  expand General and: 

 Make sure that they are active; if they aren’t, scroll down to  and edit your 

school so that they show active. 

 Go back to general and make sure there is something in the title that identifies 

what that person does. Please don’t leave just EA in the title.  Be specific (SPED 

EA; LIB EA; Bi-lingual EA…); you will need to  to be able to edit the title. 

 Make sure that they have an employee ID.  If they don’t you will  then 

 and put in their employee ID.  All employee ID#s have 5 numbers.  If you 

have one that has just 4, add a 0 to the front of it. 

 Make sure you hit  if you make any changes. 

C.  Now scroll down to  click on the  to expand that section.  For anyone        

returning you should see a record from last year.  The way you know it was from last year 

is that the Class ID Num starts with an 18. 

   

            D.   Hit Edit 
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E.     

If this is a returning EA and the job that they are doing is the same as last year you 

should only have to change the 18 to a 19.  Go ahead and check the other things while 

you are there. 

II. To build a responsibility record for a new EA you must first make sure that they are in your 

Staff.  If you need help with this please call.  Don’t try to do this if you don’t know how.  

There are duplicate records created every year because of this being done incorrectly.   

A.   Begin by following steps I. A-B making sure that the General information is as complete 

as possible. 

B. Go to  and click on the   to expand that section. Click  

C. Put in: 

 The Campus ID.  It should be 220902XXX. (XXX is your campus number)  For 

example:  Haltom High School would be 220902001; David E Smith would be 

220902102… 

 Role ID for all EAs is 033.  

 Service ID is SA000003 

 The Class ID number should begin with 19, followed by your school number then 

something that describes what the EA does. (examples will be at the end of this 

How To)  It must be 14 characters in length.  My suggestion is that all of yours 

end with a C so that we know that the campus edited it.   

 The pop served needs to be 06 for SPED, 03 for Computer Lab EAs, 03 for all of 

Shannon High School (except SPED), 02 for Bilingual EAs and 01 for everyone 

else.  Class Type will be 01 for everyone except SPED self-contained classes like 

ABLE, ACCESS, Resource… those should be 02. 

 Monthly minutes should be 08700 for anyone that is doing that job full-time.  If 

you have half-time EAs or EAs that split their responsibility with another job at 

your campus or another campus, their time will be 04350 for each half-time 

responsibility.  They must have a responsibility record for each job that they do.  

For example if they split their time between the PE classroom and the Library, 

they must have two records.  If they split between a SPED classroom and the 

Computer Lab they must have two records.  If you are sharing them with 

another campus you will enter only the responsibility for your campus. 

III.  After cleaning up and adding staff responsibilities, set your filter on Staff to be active only.  

Scroll through and inactivate anyone who is showing active that isn’t supposed to be on 

your campus.  To do this you will scroll down to Entity and Edit the line where your campus 

shows up.  Click on Inactive for both  

Current Year Status and Next Year Status.   
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Be careful to not inactivate people that show up in staff who may not house on your campus 

but have responsibility there;  Interventionists, Braillists, Interpreters, GT Specialists, 

Academic Coaches…If you have a question about anyone send me an email. 

If you want to review it from Excel:  Set your views to   

and your filter to   then find the Excel icon 

And click on it.  Choose Export to Excel (xlsx).  Then hit Export. 

You then can manipulate the report to see only what you want to see.  You could also ask  

         your administrator to take a look and tell you anything that doesn’t look right. 

Don’t spend time on responsibility records for anything other than your EAs.  I am putting in    

and updating all of the other ones.  DO take time to inactivate anyone who is not active     

on your campus. 

IV. Examples of Class IDs based on where an EA is assigned: ( XXX=your campus number) 

19XXXPHYSEDEAC – PE EA 

19XXXLIBRAIDEC – LIBRARY EA 

19XXXCOMPEA00C – COMPUTER LAB EA 

19XXXSPEDEA00C – SPECIAL EDUCATION EA 

19XXXBILINEA0C – BILINGUAL EA 

 

 


